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Abstract:

A protective humoral response to pathogens requires the development of high affinity antibodies in
germinal centers (GC). The combination of antigens available during immunization has a strong impact
on the strength and breadth of the antibody response. Antigens can display various levels of
immunogenicity, and a hierarchy of immunodominance arises when the GC response to an antigen
dampens the response to other antigens. Immunodominance is a challenge for the development of
vaccines to mutating viruses, and for the development of broadly neutralizing antibodies. The extent by
which antigens with different levels of immunogenicity compete for the induction of high affinity
antibodies and therefore contribute to immunodominance is not known. Here, we perform in silico
simulations of the GC response, using a structural representation of antigens with complex surface
amino acid composition and topology. We generate antigens with different levels of immunogenicity and
perform simulations with combinations of these antigens. We found that GC dynamics were driven by
the most immunogenic antigen and immunodominance arose as affinity maturation to less
immunogenic antigens was inhibited. However, this inhibition was moderate since the less immunogenic
antigen exhibited a weak GC response in the absence of other antigens. Less immunogenic antigens
reduced the dominance of GC responses to more immunogenic antigens, albeit at a later time point. The
simulations suggest that increased vaccine valence may decrease immunodominance of the GC response
to strongly immunogenic antigens and therefore, act as a potential strategy for the natural induction of
broadly neutralizing antibodies in GC reactions.

Introduction:

The humoral immune response relies on the development of high affinity antibodies produced by

plasma cells, and a reservoir of memory cells to potentiate the next encounters with pathogenic

antigens. Affinity maturation happens in anatomical regions called germinal centers (GCs), where B

cells can proliferate, mutate their B cell receptor (BCR) through somatic hypermutation (SHM), and

go through mechanisms of selection, based on the affinities of their BCRs to available target antigens

and their relative fitness compared to other B cells (Allen et al., 2007; Victora & Nussenzweig, 2022).

After egress from the GC, B cells differentiate into plasma cells that secrete the soluble form of their

BCR as antibodies, or become memory cells (Shlomchik & Weisel, 2012) that can persist in the body

for several years.

The interplay between these complex mechanisms (Finney et al., 2018; Stebegg et al., 2018; Zhang et

al., 2016) ensures that the host deploys antibodies to most pathogens. Antigens inducing such

immune responses are termed “immunogenic”. Affinity maturation is sometimes suboptimal with

viruses that mutate at a high rate. For instance, despite the endogenous production of high affinity

antibodies to HIV, influenza virus or SARS-CoV-2, these antibodies are not necessarily neutralizing

(Belongia et al., 2016; Haynes et al., 2022; Newman et al., 2022), and they may or may not have a

sufficient cross-reactivity (i.e., the same antibody targeting multiple variants) or diversity (the

mounted repertoire containing antibodies with diverse enough sequences to target different variants

(Garg et al., 2023)) to cover the rapidly arising mutants. The evolutive forces between antibodies and

antigens in play are complex, and predicting the outcome of a humoral response based on the

combination of antigens and the prior history of infections is challenging but of major importance for

the development of more efficient vaccination strategies.
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The immune response to an antigen can be impacted by the simultaneous response to another

antigen or another domain of the same antigen, which generates a hierarchy of immunodominance

of GC responses to different antigens and their sub-domains. A canonical example is the antibody

response to the influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) protein, which contains highly accessible residues

on its tip that induces a strong humoral response with high affinity antibodies. A functional binding

domain forming a less accessible pocket mounts poor antibody responses, as well as a conserved

stem domain with poor accessibility, and the remaining extracellular surface area covered by glycans

that inhibit antibody binding (Doud et al., 2018; Wanzeck et al., 2011). In this context, the tip of HA

induces “immunodominant” GC responses compared to the binding pocket which induces a

suboptimal response and is called “subdominant”. The relative immunodominance between

responses to HA domains is of therapeutic concern since the tip residues are not functionally

important and are highly mutated providing a mechanism of escaping immunity. In contrast, the

binding pocket is functional and tends to be conserved between variants. Therefore, antibodies

targeting the binding pocket are more likely to have a large breadth to all variants since they

structurally share this domain. However, conserved regions can still mutate (Chai et al., 2016), and

there also exist broadly neutralizing antibodies targeting other, non-conserved domains of HA (Qiu et

al., 2020). Apart from the antigen structure, the availability of BCRs (Abbott et al., 2018) that bind

different domains of the antigen and their competition in the GC are also critical for the

establishment of immunodominance. The availability of memory cells from previous immunizations

(Sokal et al., 2023) can mitigate the relative response to different antigens. It has also been proposed

that the memory response to a previous antigen variant might decrease the strength of recognition

to newer strains by skewed recognition to those antigens, termed the “Original Antigenic Sin”

(Francis, 1960) while computer simulations suggested that memory responses would promote a shift

to antibody responses to less immunogenic epitopes (Meyer-Hermann, 2019).

The evolution of B cell clones in GCs often leads to the clonal dominance of only a few B cell clones

(Garg et al., 2022; Meyer-Hermann, 2021; Tas et al., 2016), which bind epitopes in more

immunogenic domains. Interestingly, low affinity B cells have been observed to participate and

persist in GCs despite the presence of high affinity cells (Kuraoka et al., 2016), which suggests that GC

responses to weakly immunogenic epitopes can evolve despite the presence of an immunodominant

concomitant response. This raises two questions: i) Is a GC response to a particular antigenic domain

subdominant due to the presence of another highly immunogenic antigenic domain, or due to

absolute poor immunogenicity? In the former case, immunodominance is relative, and shielding

targeted epitopes driving the immunodominant response by blocking antibodies could rescue the GC

response to the other antigenic domain, as suggested in (Meyer-Hermann, 2019). ii) How to

modulate the composition of antigens in vaccines to potentiate the response to antigenic domains

raising subdominant responses?

Interestingly, repeated immunizations with identical (Saunders et al., 2017) or mutated (Escolano et

al., 2016; Tian et al., 2016) antigens enhance the development of broadly neutralizing antibodies,

suggesting that the permissive selection of low affinity B cells in GCs can be used to target less

immunogenic epitopes by repeated immunization. The reasons for successful amplification of

responses to such less immunogenic epitopes are not known. A combination of a large set of

representative peptides covering influenza HA strains over a hundred years was capable of raising

antibodies with high breadth, suggesting that the dilution of highly immunogenic antigens by antigen

cocktails may overcome the barrier imposed by immunodominance (Carter et al., 2016). The low

frequency of naive B cells capable of binding to less immunogenic epitopes is also considered as a

factor limiting the induction of broadly neutralizing antibodies (Abbott et al., 2018), in which case

mutating the antigen to better catch the rare B cells was a proposed strategy (Escolano et al., 2016).
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Additional evolutionary forces at longer time scales and between multiple GCs have also been

suggested to impact on immunodominance, such as the antibody feedback (Zhang et al., 2013)

where previously accumulated antibodies may shield certain antigen epitopes in the GC

(Meyer-Hermann, 2019), or the co-evolution between B-cell lineages and virus in vivo (Gao et al.,

2014; Liao et al., 2013). For instance, in the context of malaria vaccine, existing serum antibodies

inhibited the reactivation of memory B cells after the third vaccine shot (McNamara et al., 2020).

This ongoing discussion emphasizes that a quantitative understanding of the interplay of forces

responsible for immunodominance is needed and of therapeutic importance.

Mathematical modelling has extensively been used to study the dynamical properties of the GC, to

test potential mechanisms behind experimental observations that were later validated, and to

propose targeted modulations of affinity maturation (Buchauer & Wardemann, 2019). The properties

of competition between antibodies targeting overlapping epitopes (Yan & Wang, 2020) and

co-evolution with virus mutations (Sheng & Wang, 2021) have also been modelled. We showed in

silico that combining multiple antigens that differ by only a few mutations increased the

cross-reactivity of produced antibodies (Robert et al., 2021). In vaccine strategies that use mutated

HIV variants containing antigenic regions that lead to both an immunodominant and subdominant

response, it was suggested in silico (Wang, 2017; Wang et al., 2015) that a higher antibody

cross-reactivity is achieved using sequential rather than cocktails immunizations. This was shown in a

simulation setting where B cells can only detect one of the antigens at the selection step, i.e. where

antigen dilution mechanistically decreases chances of B cell survival. Simulation of the GC response

to multiple HA influenza variants suggested that the choice of antigens for the first immunization can

reduce the diversity of available BCRs and decrease the chance of broad neutralization in the next

immunizations (Amitai et al., 2020). Increasing the number of unrelated antigens (valency) during

immunization (Childs et al., 2015) was predicted to allow for high affinity GC B cells, at the expense

of reduced number of plasma cells recognizing each antigen compared to lower valency

immunizations. Low immunodominance of responses to rare antigens was rescued in silico by the

injection antibodies against the epitope dominating the GC response (Meyer-Hermann, 2019).

Note that the aforementioned studies were based on various abstract settings (Robert et al., 2018),

which limits their predictive power. Here, we aim at investigating immunodominance in a more

realistic setup by using a structural representation of synthetic 3D antigens, which naturally enables

the development of antibodies against different epitopes and with different strengths depending on

their surface amino acid composition and topology. We asked under which conditions

immunodominant responses emerge when two or more antigens are present, and specifically, how

the level of immunogenicity of an antigen contributes to immunodominance in the presence of other

antigens. We selected different classes of antigens with different levels of repertoire recognition as

the basis for different classes of immunogenicity, and asked to which extent immunodominance

arises from intrinsic antigen immunogenicity or by the combination of antigens used.

We observe that the presence of a more immunogenic antigen only moderately inhibits the response

to a less immunogenic antigen in the same GC allowing a substantial response to the latter. Further,

in later days of the GC development, lower immunogenic antigens dampen affinity maturation to

more immunogenic antigens present in the GC. This suggests that immunodominance of GC

responses to different antigens only modulates but does not abrogate the immune response to

antigens with low immunogenicity that would intrinsically induce a poor response. These results

suggest that an increased antigen valency in vaccines would contribute to dampen the response to

antigens dominating the GC response.
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Results:

Generation of an antigen library with different GC response strength

In order to simulate GC reactions where different degrees of immunodominance naturally emerge,

we generated antigens of different immunogenicity. We used an agent-based model of the GC, that

simulates migration, proliferation, mutation, cell-cell contacts and selection (Meyer-Hermann et al.,

2012; Robert et al., 2021) (Figure 1A). The mechanistic B cell decisions rely on the BCR affinity to the

available antigens, which require a formula to estimate the affinity between a BCR sequence to every

antigen. Since antibody-antigen affinity prediction is not feasible at the scale of a GC simulation,

which necessitates the assessment of affinities of 10,000 to 100,000 mutated BCRs to each antigen

(Robert et al., 2021), all GC models have used simplified affinity models, ranging from the shape

space, to binary sequences, cubic proteins, and lattice 3D protein structures (Robert et al., 2018). In

the simpler models, immunodominance was manually implanted, for instance by giving a penalty to

antibodies binding a pocket-like conserved domain (Wang et al., 2015) or by fixing antigens of

different amounts at specific positions in the shape space (Meyer-Hermann, 2019). These methods

were suited to study the downstream competition between clones and ultimately predict conditions

that maximize the generation of antibodies against a predefined domain. Here, we use a more

realistic structural model where BCR affinity is defined by exploring all possible 3D conformations of

the BCR binding domain (Complementarity Determining Region 3 from the heavy chain, CDRH3) to a

3D antigen structure. Antigens and antibodies were modelled on a 3D lattice, and affinities of BCRs

were calculated as the fitness of the energetically optimal BCR structure to the antigen structure

(Figure 1B). Instead of manually designing antigen structures with hidden or accessible surfaces as

done in previous studies, we took the structural topology of real-world proteins as a source of 3D

structures. For that purpose, structures from a Protein Data Bank (PDB) were discretized and

projected on the 3D lattice. This formalism allows for complex properties to be recapitulated without

the need to be manually imposed. Sequences representing CDRH3 are randomly sampled to

generate founder B cells, and whenever a mutation occurs, the affinity of the BCR towards all

antigens considered in the simulation is re-evaluated (see Methods).

Amino acid modifications of the vaccine antigen can enhance the recognition by naïve B cells (or a

subset thereof) (Escolano et al., 2016). In our simulation, we first investigated to what extent the

surface amino acid composition impacts the GC response. Specifically, we used four antigen

structures, named ST1 to ST4, discretized from PDBs 1FSK, 1OB1, 1H0D and 1FBI, chains A, C, C and

X, respectively (Figure 1C), and randomly assigned residues to the surface of these structures to

generate many antigens with complex 3D structure and different amino acid composition (Figure 1C).
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Figure 1: Mathematical model of the GC response and design of complex antigens with different levels of

immunogenicity. A. Biological mechanisms included in the 3D cellular model: founder cells with random BCR sequences

proliferate and mutate by SHM in the dark zone, migrate to the light zone where they compete for binding antigen

displayed on Follicular Dendritic Cells (FDCs). Depending on the BCR affinity to the antigens present in the GC, the B cell can

capture antigen, process it and present it to T follicular helper cells (Tfh). B cells that receive sufficient signals from Tfh cells

recycle to the dark zone and initiate additional rounds of proliferation and mutation. B. An antigen is represented as a 3D

structure on a lattice with one amino-acid per node (Robert et al. 2021). The BCR sequence is folded according to every

possible binding conformation around the antigen structure (exhaustive docking). The binding energy of each possible

BCR-antigen binding conformation is defined by an empirical energy potential for each neighbor pair of amino acids

between the BCR and the antigen. The energetically optimal structure defines the binding energy (in kT units), further

converted into a unitless binding affinity. C. Design of antigens. We used a discretization method (Latfit, see methods) to

convert the experimental structure of four different proteins from the PDB into in silico antigen structures ST1-4. Then, we

designed on those antigen structures many antigens that vary by their amino acid surface composition. D. Antigen

immunogenicity classes are defined by the strength of recognition by naive B cells (x axis). The graph shows the average

recognition (binding energy) of 6000 antigens with random amino acid composition by 200 random naive B cells for antigen

structures ST1-4. The distribution reflects the effect of changing the surface amino acid composition of antigens. PDB:

Protein Data Bank, BCR: B-cell receptor, GC: germinal center.

We randomly generated 200 sequences to represent naive BCR sequences and assessed their

average binding energies with 6000 modified antigens per antigen structure (Figure 1D). The 200

sequences were a good representative of a large pool of 10,000 BCR sequences in predicting the

average binding energy (Supplementary Table 1). The average binding energy ranged from -85 to -55

kT depending on the amino acid composition of the antigen. This reflects that the amino acid

composition of antigens alone could alter the recognition by naive B cells, i.e., its immunogenicity.

The scaffolding structure also had an impact, as antigens with structure ST3 had higher average

binding energies (i.e., lower affinity) while antigens with structure ST1 had lower average binding

energy, showing that our simulation framework accounts for the contribution of structural properties

to immunogenicity. We assigned in silico classes of immunogenicity to the antigens based on their

average affinity to BCRs (Figure 1D), ranging from the high affinity A class (average energy less than
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-75 kT units) by steps of 2.5 kT up to the remaining low affinity H class (average energy higher than

-60 kT units).

In order to see how antigens from the different immunogenicity classes A-F translate into GC

responses, we performed GC simulations with randomly selected antigens from classes A-F using

structure ST3, named A3-F3 (Figure 2), and the other structures (Supplementary Figure 1). Antigens

A3 to D3 enabled a strong GC response, as observed by a higher GC volume (Figure 2A), higher

affinity of GC B (Figure 2B) and produced output cells (Figure 2C). In comparison, antigens with low

immunogenicity (E3 and F3) succeeded in inducing a GC despite a very low affinity maturation of GC

B or output cells (Figure 2A-C), showing that a response to most available antigens across a large

range of immunogenicity was mounted in the simulations.

Interestingly, there were only minor differences in the number of output cells produced using

antigens of different classes (Figure 2D). Output cells shared a similar number of mutations with a

wider distribution for antigens with high immunogenicity (Figure 2E), and the diversity of mounted

BCR sequences was lower for antigen classes with less immunogenicity (Figure 2F). This shows that

the antigens designed with different immunogenicity levels can be employed to study conditions of

relative immunodominance between antigens: The reasons for differential GC response of antigens

from classes A to F are multifactorial, ranging from the properties of naive B cells to the fact that

some antigens are harder to bind for structural reasons, thus creating different mutational

landscapes. The simulations also allow to follow the antigen domains bound by BCR sequences over

time (Figure 3).

Figure 2: The designed classes of antigen immunogenicity mirror different strengths of GC responses. Results of GC

simulations with an antigen from each immunogenicity class with the scaffold structure ST3 (A3 – F3) as defined in Figure

1D. A. Volume of GC measured as number of GC B cells over time. B. Average affinity of B cells in the GC. C. Average affinity

of output cells. D. Number of output cells produced by the GC. E. Integral distribution of number of mutations (SHM) in

output cells in all simulations. F. Antibody sequence diversity, measured as the number of distinct antibody sequences

present in the GC over time. Solid lines and shaded areas represent the mean and standard deviation of 10 independent GC

simulations, respectively.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of clonal dominance and antigen domain recognition of BCRs in a representative GC simulation.

The structure of the antigen is shown in white and the binding conformations of BCR sequences are colored. The circles

show the number of unique BCR sequences that bind the antigen with the corresponding binding conformation. Arrows

indicate changes in the abundance of BCR sequences with the same binding conformation at different time points (day 3, 7

and 13 of the GC simulation) and cross marks (X) indicate binding conformations that got extinct during the GC reaction.

Observed dynamics of GC responses are defined by the antigen of highest immunogenicity.

We followed dynamics of GCs containing two antigens of different immunogenicity (B3+D3 or

D3+F3), taking “B” as high, “D” as medium and “F” as low immunogenicity classes (Figure 4 for

structure ST3). Simulations with two antigens started with 50% of randomly selected BCR sequences

for GC founder cells that recognize each antigen with a minimum affinity. Each antigen was

represented in equal amounts on the FDCs. Therefore no antigen is favored by naive cell frequencies

or antigen amount by design.

Simulations combining B and D antigens (B3+D3) showed GC dynamics similar to simulations with B

alone, in terms of GC volume, affinity and diversity, but differed substantially with D alone (Figure

4A). Similarly, simulations combining D and F (D3+F3) antigens were similar to simulations with D

antigen alone but for a slight reduction in the GC volume peak with both antigens, but different from

simulations with F alone (Figure 4B). This shows that for two antigens the observed GC dynamics was

mainly driven by the most immunogenic antigen present within a GC. These findings were

consistently found for other antigen structures (Supplementary Figure 2) and suggest that observing

the GC dynamics alone does not suffice to inform about the antigenic composition present in a GC

nor about the development of subdominant responses.
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Figure 4: GC dynamics with two antigens of different immunogenicities in equal amounts. Control simulations with only
one antigen with higher (purple) or lower (red) immunogenicity and with both antigens combined (blue). A. GC simulations
with antigens of immunogenicity B and D versus B. for immunogenicity D and F. Because simulations are performed with
the same initial amount of antigen, simulations with two antigens are started with half the dose of each antigen.

More immunogenic antigens permissively inhibit the response to less immunogenic antigens.

Since the GC dynamics was driven by the most immunogenic antigen, we asked to what extent the

GC was permissive to the development of a GC response to the other antigen.

We considered the simulation with two antigens D and F to analyze the distribution of binding

affinities of GC B cells to both antigens at the late phase of affinity maturation (day 13), for antigens

on each structure (Figure 5). As a control, we used simulations with a single antigen to identify the

range of affinities in GCs unperturbed by a second antigen. We could identify populations with high

affinity to D and F in the respective single antigen simulations. Depending on the structure, multiple

populations coexisted with different ranges of affinities to B and/or D, and in the case of structure 3,

simulations with F raised antibodies with medium-high affinities to D as well, suggesting that for

some antigen combinations, a potential sharing of epitope features makes it possible for antibodies

generated by a single antigen to recognize another antigen. Interestingly, simulations with D and F

showed the presence of two or more populations, containing populations skewed to recognize D and

populations skewed to recognize F. This means that the GC simulation was permissive to the

development of B cells specific for both the high and low immunogenic antigen.
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Figure 5: Distribution of affinities of single GC B cells to antigens of classes B and D at day 13 of the GC simulation.

Simulations were performed in the presence of either or both antigens as indicated above the figure panels. Points

represent single B cells. One representative simulation out of 10 independent simulations is shown for each antigen

structure.

We then quantified the average affinity of B cells towards antigens of immunogenicity class D as a

function of the presence of other antigens, either of class B (higher) or F (lower immunogenicity), to

understand whether the presence of more or less immunogenic antigens can inhibit the

development of GC response to the antigen of interest (Figure 6A). We also displayed the affinities to

D relative to affinities at the beginning of simulation (Figure 6B), to account for the differences in

their affinity dynamics between antigens on different structures.

Using simulations with only B or F antigen as reference, affinity to D stayed low, which is expected

since D was absent, and D, B and F have unrelated sequences. We then added antigen of class D to

the simulation. At an early time-point (day 7), affinities to D were low in the presence of B, but not in

the presence of antigen of class F with lower immunogenicity. However, at a later time-point (day
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13), affinity to D was decreased both in the presence of B or F. This suggests that immunodominance

develops over time: Antigens with a certain level of immunogenicity inhibit the development of GC

response to less immunogenic antigens, but not to more immunogenic antigens in the initial phase.

Later, less immunogenic antigens may “catch-up”. This also means that an immunodominant

response to an antigen is permissive to the concomitant response to other antigens, and suggests

that antigens with low immunogenicity can dampen the GC response to highly immunogenic

antigens at later time-points.

Figure 6: Affinity of GC B cells to antigen D in GC simulations with different combinations of antigens presented in the

GC. Each condition was performed 10 times and the box plots show the median and 25% quantiles. A. average affinity of

GC B cells to D for simulations with each antigen structure separately. B. affinities normalized to the average affinity to D in

the simulation with D alone in order to account for the effect of each antigen structure on the GC responses. Normalization

was done for each structure separately. The different antigen structures ST1-4 are color coded (legend). In simulations with

antigen B or F alone, D is absent and no strong affinity maturation to D is expected. In conditions with two antigens (B+D

and D+F), the total amount of initial antigen is equally distributed on each antigen.
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Antigens of low immunogenicity dampen affinity maturation to more immunogenic antigens

independently of antigen dilution.

To test whether the reduction of antigen dose in simulations with two antigens was responsible for

the inhibition between concomitant GC responses, we performed simulations with single antigens at

half-dose (Figure 7) and compared them to simulations with either single antigen at full dose or two

antigens with half dose. Interestingly, affinity to D was increased with half the amount of antigen of

class D, which reflects increased competition for antigen. This implies that the reduction of affinities

in the presence of other antigens is not due to a reduced amount of antigen.

Figure 7: Antigen amount is not the reason for reduced affinity to D in the presence of other antigens. Simulations with

two antigens (B+D or D+F) and 1500 units of each antigen (full dose, red), or with one antigen (B or D or F) and 3000 units

of antigen (full dose, red) or 1500 units (half-dose, turquoise). 10 simulations are shown per condition at day 13, the

barplots show median and 25% quantiles.

Impact of antigen valency of immunizations with antigens of different immunogenicity.

Since the presence of a highly immunogenic antigen did not completely abrogate the GC response to

less immunogenic antigens, we investigated to which extent one could combine multiple antigens in

order to decrease the dominant response to the more immunogenic antigen, and how many

different such antigens a GC response could bear without losing the capacity to produce antibodies

to all antigens. We performed simulations where one class D antigen was combined with 1 or more

class F antigens with equal amounts and specific founder cells for each antigen (Figure 8). In terms of

GC dynamics, the addition of multiple low immunogenic antigens decreased the strength of the GC

response while slightly increasing the number of output cells, suggesting that the dominant GC

response to D was reduced with increasing antigen valency.
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Figure 8: Dynamics of GC responses to combinations of antigen of class D with one or more antigens of class F. In addition

to antigens D (D3) and F (F3), antigens Fp, Fq, and Fr of equal recognition by naive B cells were randomly generated. There

was no sequence similarity between any of those (Supplementary Table 2). For instance, the combination D+F+Fp+Fq

contains four antigens, whose initial amounts were divided equally to reach a total of 3000 units at start. Equal fractions of

founder cells were selected to recognize each antigen at start. All antigens were defined on structure ST3. Solid lines and

shaded areas represent mean and standard deviation of 10 GC simulations.

Discussion:

Although immunodominance is considered as a challenge for vaccine development, the relative

effect between the intrinsic immunogenicity of antigens and relative immunodominance of the GC

response is underexplored. We observed that the amino acid composition of antigens and their

structural properties can modulate the strength of the GC response. We designed a strategy to

generate antigens with different levels of immunogenicity based on their average affinity to naive B

cells and used it as a model system to study immunodominance in GC responses. In particular, this

model allows us to quantitatively compare the strength of mutual inhibition between GC responses

to multiple antigens, and to investigate reasons or mitigations for this process. In immunizations with

cocktails of antigens with different immunogenicity, we observe that the GC response to each

antigen is mainly driven by the immunogenicity of the antigen, although competitive effects also play

a role. The GC dynamics were mainly driven by the antigen of highest immunogenicity but remained

permissive to antigens with lower immunogenicity, showing that an observed strong GC response

does not exclude the parallel response of the GCs to low immunogenicity antigens (Kuraoka et al.,

2016; Silver et al., 2018). We provided evidence that low immunogenic antigens can not only survive

but are capable of partially inhibiting the GC response to more immunogenic antigens at late

time-points.

Immunogenicity is generally defined as the capacity of the antigen to mount an immune response

(Ilinskaya & Dobrovolskaia, 2016) and is a combined property of both the antigen and the immune

system irrespective of the presence of other antigens. In different contexts, immunogenicity may

refer to different stages of the immune response. Here, we have defined immunogenicity directly at

the level of naive repertoire recognition, which is the earliest level of specific recognition by the

adaptive immune system and has already been shown to be critical for GC responses (Abbott et al.,

2018). We have also shown that the strength of the GC response directly correlates with the degree

of repertoire recognition, justifying the definition of "immunogenicity classes based on the level of

recognition by naive B cells (Figure 1). However, antigens may exist that are well recognized by naive

B cells while not mounting a strong GC response, for instance by lack of specific T cells, or if antigens

are similar to self-antigens and the GC response is inhibited by complex mechanisms such as clonal

redemption (Burnett et al., 2018).
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The term immunodominance is often ambiguously used without explicitly mentioning antigen

combination nor pre-existing immune state. Further, antigens are sometimes called subdominant or

immunodominant, which is ambiguous since the very same antigen might raise subdominant or

immunodominant responses depending on the presence of other antigens. Therefore, we

distinguished the antigen-intrinsic property of immunogenicity from immunodominance, which

qualifies the GC response for a specified antigenic setting. Here, we considered the general case of

immunodominant-subdominant responses between two or more domains of the same antigen

during a primary GC response. Of note, immunodominance can also observed at a smaller scale

between responses to different epitopes of the same domain, for instance due to steric hindrance

between antibodies binding physically close epitopes (Yan & Wang, 2020), or between the antigen of

interest and bystander antigens present in the GC such as self-antigens or commensal antigens in

Peyer’s patches, which relates to the general case of multiple unrelated antigens. While the

structural BCR-antigen binding framework allows for the emergence of a BCR with cross-reactivity to

unrelated antigens (Robert et al., 2022), in most cases cross-reactivity will not be a major driving

factor of GC responses to multiple unrelated antigens.

Multiple factors contribute to immunogenicity of antigens such as the nature of antigen, antigen

dosage, the number and affinity of antigen specific naive B cells. In this study, we modulated the

antigen amino acid composition in order to achieve different repertoire recognition and to define

immunogenicity classes. To eliminate the effect of other factors, we performed simulations in

controlled settings by considering equal amounts of each antigen and similar numbers of antigen

specific founder B cells with affinities above a fixed threshold. However, antigens with low

immunogenicity may activate less naive B cells, and therefore the amount and affinity of founder

cells might also contribute to immunogenicity of antigens, and could be further simulated as an

additional factor. In the simulations, the mutation landscape is different between the classes of

antigens, which infers differences in the rate and extent of B cell affinity maturation to a particular

domain. Mutations of B cells to an immunogenic antigen may reach higher affinities faster (since the

mutation frequency depends on affinity (Gitlin et al., 2015)), while mutations to a low

immunogenicity antigen might be bounded to lower affinities, or require more mutations to reach

high affinities in comparison to the former antigen. This highlights the advantage of using a structural

model for affinities, since many such properties are inherently reproduced eliminating the need for

manual incorporation.

In the GC model, we assume that Tfh cells can provide survival signals to any B cell irrespective of the

antigen they recognize, which is relevant when antigens represent subdomains of the same protein,

since when B cells internalize one domain, they also internalize the other domains of the same

antigen and present the same set of peptides of the full antigen to Tfhs. Inclusion of Tfh cells with

different specificities will enable assessing the impact of Tfh repertoire in the establishment of

immunodominance, with potential clonal competition between Tfhs since Tfh survival is also

conditioned by T-B interactions (Baumjohann et al., 2013), which goes beyond the general scope of

this study.

In this study, we focus on investigating the immune response in primary GC responses and therefore

neglect the presence of memory B cells, pre-existing serum antibodies and the contribution of an

altered immune properties such as age (Linterman et al., 2023) or the degree of chronic

inflammation. Although it is clear that memory cells participate in secondary GC reactions (Sokal et

al., 2023), the extent of participation is unclear (Mesin et al., 2020). In our previous study (Robert et
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al., 2021), considering 5% of founder B cells as memory B cells substantially increased the affinity of

output cells. Future studies investigating secondary GC reactions by injecting different fractions of

memory B cells as founder cells would help understand whether memory B cells amplify or inhibit

the subdominant responses, depending on their antigen specificities. The process of antibody

feedback (Zhang et al., 2013) where pre-existing serum antibodies compete with B cells for antigen

binding in the GC was also neglected in this study. Implementation of antibody feedback together

with a structural affinity model is computationally challenging as the amount of antibodies produced

for every possible conformation needs to be stored to consider epitope-specific antigen masking. The

impact of antibody feedback in a murine primary GC response with a short duration is unknown.

However, in a secondary GC response and in the case of long-lasting human GCs induced by mRNA

vaccines (Turner et al., 2021), antibody feedback could be an important factor modulating the

diversity of GC B cells. Indeed, antibody feedback has been shown to alter the generation of memory

B cells from GCs by lowering the threshold of B cell activation for GC entry and epitope masking

(Inoue et al., 2023). Our simulations show that despite the absence of antibody feedback,

subdominant responses can emerge albeit very slowly. This observation suggests that there is a

tendency for GC responses to support mild affinity maturation to poorly immunogenic antigens in

the presence of highly immunogenic antigens even in conditions with weak antibody feedback.

However, the presence of strong antibody feedback might accelerate and enhance the development

of subdominant responses (Meyer-Hermann, 2019).

The slow development of immune responses to poorly immunogenic antigens in our simulations

suggests that subsequent immunizations might further amplify the subdominant responses, and that

timing of immunizations might play an important role in the expansion of responses to low

immunogenic antigens. It has indeed been suggested that preserving antibody diversity after the

primary immunization is important to increase the chance of raising broadly neutralizing antibodies

at subsequent responses (Amitai et al., 2020). Experiments testing iterative immunizations with low

immunogenic antigens added either during a primary or secondary immunization at different

time-points would inform how the primary response imprints further subdominant responses.

Human antibody responses to mRNA vaccines have shown a saturation of antibody levels and limited

memory reactivation after the fourth immunization (Pape et al., 2021), which could be a

consequence of antibody feedback. However, we showed that GC dynamics are driven by

immunodominant responses but do not inform on subdominant concomitant responses. This finding

suggests that, despite potential self-inhibition of immunodominant responses by antibody feedback,

each subsequent immunization may favor the development of subdominant responses and may still

be beneficial despite the lack of observed improved antibody titres.

Increasing the number of antigens was capable of moderately dampening the immunodominant

response in our simulations, suggesting that the full antigenic setting should be considered (including

potentially bystander antigens) when assessing the relative immunodominance of responses towards

two antigens. This observation suggests that antigen-diverse GCs such as GCs present in peyer’s

patches (Reboldi & Cyster, 2016) might support the generation of immune responses to antigens with

a larger range of immunogenicities in comparison to other lymphoid organs. Although it is well

known that mesenteric LN or peyer’s patches provide different (more or less tolerogenic) immune

environments (Pezoldt et al., 2018), antigen diversity could be an additional factor explaining the

differential response of oral vaccines compared to intradermal vaccines (Stone et al., 2023).

Our study was limited to different domains representing native, non-mutated antigens (i.e., non

sequentially related antigens). It is unknown whether combining antigens with differently mutated
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domains might shift the focus of GCs towards subdominant antigens. When multiple antigens with

mutated variants of a highly immunogenic domain are combined, there is a possibility that the GC

response to the most immunogenic domain is enhanced due to increased cross-reactivity as

observed in our previous study in a single domain setting (Robert et al., 2021). The robustness of

immunodominance against variation of antigen amounts observed in the present study, suggests

that combining mutated immunogenic domains might therefore have a limited effect in decreasing

immunodominance. In contrast, simulations with antigens containing mutated variants of a domain

with low immunogenicity would inform whether the induced GC responses would synergize beyond

the non-specific effect due to increased antigen valency. Future studies testing these possibilities

would be invaluable in the development of strategies to induce the generation of broadly

neutralizing antibodies.

Methods:

Agent-based model of the germinal center: We used hyphasma, a previously published agent-based

model for the GC response (Meyer-Hermann et al., 2012) that simulates SHM using Ymir, a structural

representation of antibody-antigen binding (Robert et al., 2021). In the present study, we vary the

design of antigens, their amount, and the choice of naive founder cells that enter the GC, and use a

fixed mutation rate per amino acid. All other simulation settings are identical to (Robert et al., 2021).

A parameter file with the exhaustive list of all used parameters is given in supplementary file 1.

Briefly, cells move on a three-dimensional discrete lattice with nodes of 5 micrometers in each

dimension. Every lattice node can only contain one cell. At start, 250 Tfh cells, 200 FDCs with 6 arms

(dendrites) following each axis over 40 micrometers are randomly spread in the LZ. Similarly, 300

stromal cells were placed in the DZ. T or B cells are allowed to overlap with the nodes occupied by

dendrites of FDCs. The chemokines produced by FDCs and stromal cells are pre-calculated over the

GC space and direct the movement of B or T cells toward the DZ and LZ. The simulation uses

time-steps of 1e-4 hours. B cells move randomly according to a persistent walk fitted to

experimentally observed migration (see (Meyer-Hermann et al., 2012)).

Founder B cells are incorporated randomly at free lattice nodes with an inflow rate of 2 cells per hour

with a BCR sequence chosen from a predefined pool (see founder sequences). They proliferate 6

times. Cells divide with a gaussian distribution of cell cycle duration following an average of 7.5 hours

per division. During each division, the BCR sequence is randomly mutated (SHM) by uniformly

replacing each amino-acid with probability 0.055. Since we simulate sequences of size 9 amino acids,

this represents an average mutation probability of 0.5 per division for the full sequence, matching

the original simulation settings of hyphasma. Of note, multiple point mutations are allowed. Affinity

dependent modulation in the mutation probability is not considered in this study, as it is not clear

how the affinity of multiple antigens would contribute to this mechanism.

After proliferating in the DZ, B cells migrate to the LZ and are labelled “unselected”. Unselected B

cells compete for antigen binding and internalization. The antigens are spread on all nodes covered

by FDC dendrites according to the number of antigens considered and the total antigen amount (see

distribution of antigens). Every 0.001 hours, the affinity of the BCR of each unselected B cell on a

node containing antigen to each of the antigens present in that node is calculated. The B cell

captures one unit of the antigen to which the BCR has highest affinity and the probability of antigen

capture is proportional to the BCR affinity, provided a minimal affinity of 1e-8. As a comparison,

founder cells have BCRs of affinity at least 1e-4. Captured antigen is removed from the node, leading

to the consumption of antigen by B cells. An antigen search time of 0.7 hours is allocated for each B
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cell. Cells that fail to capture any antigen within the antigen search time undergo apoptosis, while

the B cells that survive proceed to the Tfh selection phase and initiate contacts with Tfh cells.

Tfh selection is defined with a fixed time-window of 3 hours, with Tfh-B cell polarization time larger

than 30 minutes being sufficient for survival within a contact of duration 0.6 hours. At each

time-step, it is assumed that Tfh cells only provide surviving signals to the neighbor B cell with the

highest amount of internalized antigen. B cells surviving the selection process recycle to the DZ, and

are attributed a number of divisions depending on the number of internalized antigens

(pMHC-dependent Tfh-induced number of divisions). Of note, internalized antigens are shared

asymmetrically between daughter cells in 72% of B cell divisions. At the end of the divisions, B cells

retaining the highest amount of antigen become output cells. Output cells differentiate into antibody

secreting cells with a rate corresponding to the half-life of 24 hours. Each antibody secreting cell

produces 3e-8 moles of antibodies per hour.

Representation of antibody-antigen affinities: We use a coarse-grained representation of

antibodies/BCRs and antigens as lattice proteins (Robert et al., 2021), where amino acids can only

occupy integer positions in space, covalently bound amino acids are neighbors, and a lattice position

can only contain one amino acid. The experimentally derived interaction potential between amino

acids (Miyazawa & Jernigan, 1996) is used to estimate the binding energy between neighboring

amino acids of the BCR and the antigen, respectively (Figure 1B). Thanks to the lattice simplification,

starting from a BCR sequence and an antigen sequence and structure, every possible binding

structure of the BCR around the antigen can be evaluated and given a binding energy (exhaustive

docking). The binding structure with optimal energy (including a stabilization factor for energies

within the BCR) is defined as the “binding structure” and defines the binding energy of this

BCR-antigen pair. Energies are converted into binding affinities using Aff = exp((E - Emax)/C) where Emax

= -100 and C = 2.8. Due to high computational costs for calculating binding energies of a new BCR

sequence at every SHM event (on average 6.8 million structures to evaluate each time), and the need

to use sequences of the same size (longer sequences are energetically favored), we restricted the

length of BCR sequences to 9 amino acids, as a model for a substring of the CDRH3 region of the BCR

that typically ranges between 10 and 20 amino acids, and which is the determinant region of

antibody-antigen binding. This simplification enables the simulation of GC reaction in one CPU within

5 hours per antigen present in the simulation. We have previously shown that this structural

representation of antibody-antigen binding models many levels of antibody-antigen binding

complexity such as topological hindrance, existence of key mutations, large ranges of affinity,

existence of multiple high affinity sequences (Robert et al., 2021), existence of structural domains

with higher immunogenicity, and combinatorial amounts of binding modes (Robert et al., 2022).

Generation of in silico antigen structures: We used the discretization method proposed in (Robert et

al., 2022) using the Latfit software (Mann et al., 2012) to convert the PDB structures of proteins into

a lattice representation that minimizes the distance root-mean-square deviations (dRMSD) between

the original structure and the lattice structure. We arbitrarily took four antigens from a library of 159

previously discretized antigens (Robert et al., 2022) focusing on simpler antigens with only one chain

and less than 160 amino acids to minimize computational costs (ST1: 1OB1 chain C, 159 amino acid;

ST2: PDB 1FSK chain A, 95 amino acids; ST3: 1FBI chain X, 122 amino acids; ST3: 1H0D chain C, 129

amino acids). Discretization was performed using Absolut! (https://github.com/csi-greifflab/Absolut)

with lattice constant 5.25 Å, using the mass center of all atoms in each amino acid (“Fused Centers”).

Generation of in silico antigen sequences and immunogenicity classes: Based on the five scaffold

structures ST1 to ST5, we generated 1000 antigens with random amino acid compositions (Figure

1D), and classified the antigens into different immunogenicity classes based on the average binding
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energy of these antigens to 200 random BCR sequences of 9 amino acids. One antigen per class was

selected (Supplementary Table 1). This creates a library of antigens with the same structure but

unrelated amino acid sequences (no a priori conservation between them). Simulations are done with

antigens of different classes on the same or different scaffold structures.

Pool of founder sequences: For each antigen separately, within a set of N antigens, a pool of 1000/N

naive BCR sequences is generated by randomly sampling sequences of 9 amino acids, and filtering

those that have an affinity above 0.0001 to this antigen. A total of 1000 naive sequences are

therefore generated, with equal numbers of sequences binding each antigen. Due to possible

cross-reactivity, sequences from one antigen pool might recognize other antigens too. During the GC

simulation, a BCR sequence is chosen from the pool of sequences for each founder cell.

Distribution of antigens: A total of 3000 units of antigen are distributed uniformly on every lattice

node covered by a FDC dendrite. When multiple antigens are used, their amount is divided equally

such that the total amount of antigen is constant.
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Supplementary Figures:

Supplementary Figure 1: The hierarchy between GC response strength of classes B,D and F is preserved between

different scaffold structures. The GC dynamics are shown for an antigen in each immunogenicity class B, D and F, on the

four different scaffold structures. Affinities are slightly impacted by the scaffolding structure, but the hierarchy between B,

D and F persist within a scaffolding structure.
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Supplementary Figure 2: GC dynamics are defined by the antigen of highest immunogenicity; results of Figure 4 are valid

on other antigen scaffolds.
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Supplementary Table 1: List of antigen sequences used for each scaffold structure. A representative antigen

sequence per immunogenicity class (A to H) was taken, the number denotes the scaffolding structure. Antigens

Di are generated for simulations with two antigens of class D on the same scaffold, preserving the average

binding energy.

Supplementary File 1: A reference parameter file
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